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Abstract—Due to the increasing energetic demand, solar and
eolian electric energy microgenerations are already common
for industrial and residential systems. Moreover, other types of
emergent microgenerations such as radiofrequency and artificial
light recycling are also found in commercial solutions. In this
paper, we consider the electric energy microgeneration based on
electric eels. First we conduct a measurement campaign using
an electric eel considering three specific scenarios: the eel resting
in calm water, the eel being stressed and the eel being exposed
to a prey. Further, we propose a device to extract the electric
eel energy. As a practical result, we show that an electric eel
produces 6.05 mW in steady state, and that an arrangement of
eels in a river can furnish daily to the grid approximately 60 Wh.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the realm of power generation, tiny energy sources are
being increasingly considered despite their low levels of power
[1]. These sources may consist of recycling energy or on the
generation by means of novel energetic sources. Nowadays,
the exploitation of recycling energy is common, such as
radiofrequency and artificial light recycling [2], [3], [4]. On the
other hand, with respect to types of microgeneration, there are
sources which are still not relatively exploited. For instance,
we consider here the power generation based on electric eels.

The electric eel is a freshwater fish which converts chemi-
cal energy existing in their body into voltage constantly. When
the electric eel faces an attack, or when the eel aims to kill a
prey, then it may emit high levels of voltage.

Here we refer as steady state when the eel does not face
any attack or prey, during which the eel establishes over
its body low level of electric current [5]. Such low levels
may hinder the rise of interest in its capability of generating
power. However, there is an increasing concern related to
the furnishment of electric power to isolated areas, as those
in Brazilian Amazonia, where the electric eel is encountered
frequently. The investigation about this freshwater fish as a
possible electric source is therefore worthy.

In order to enable the eels to generate power in large scale
into a river, we propose a novel structure of an aquarium-corral,
which is the cell for eels power generation [6].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II shows some biological properties of the electric eels
that are relevant for purposes related to energetic exploitation.
Section III presents a state-of-the-art overview, including the

equivalent circuit for the electric eel. Section IV reports the
measurement scheme and the results obtained with the electric
eel considering three specific scenarios: the eel resting in calm
water, the eel being stressed and the eel being exposed to a
prey. Section V provides a model by which the extraction of
power might be performed. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. EELS PROPERTIES

Amazonian electric eels live in freshwater characterized
with a pH varying from 5.0 and 7.0, a conductivity commonly
from 30 µS/cm to 100 µS/cm, and temperature around 25◦C
[7]. Electric eels have gills, which are however not sufficient
to provide all O2 that the eels need for their metabolism.
Therefore, eels have also a respiratory organ inside the mouth,
which enhances the level of oxygen absorbed. Hence, they are
mandatory air-breathers. The interval between two breathes is
about five minutes. Their bodies can reach 2.5 m and they can
weigh up to 20 kg. If they are kept in an aquarium, about 30 %
of the water must be renewed weekly in order to preserve their
health. For electric eels, the ideal aquarium may have 1.5 m
of water depth [8].

The electric eel has the scientific denomination Electropho-
rus electricus and bears three electric inner organs which only
act simultaneously under an attack or when the eels aim to
kill a prey, which are the cases of the strong discharge. The
amplitude of this discharge current can reach 1 ampère, for
a large eel. The respective voltage can achieve the intensity
of 600 volts [7]. Therefore, during this time, the electric eels
can emit a power of approximately 0.6 kW. However, under
normal conditions, the eel emits few volts only for sensing the
environment during navigation, and also for communicating.
The chemical principle behind the voltage generation is shown
in Fig. 1. Inside the eel, there is a modified muscle, the electric
organ, whose fundamental cellular unit is the electrocyte. In
contrast with the muscle fiber cells that contract, the elec-
trocytes produce electric signals. Such cells contain a high
concentration of Potassium ions (K+), a low concentration of
Sodium ions (Na+), and a comparable amount of negatively
charged ions. The cell membrane is permeable to K+ ions but
not to Na+ ions. When in this inactive state, the cell membrane
has a negative voltage, avoiding potassium ions to flow out the
cell [9].

Acetylcholine, a neurotransmitter, can activate the electro-
cyte cells. It is secreted through nerves on one side of the cell,
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Figure 1. Electrocytes behavior which yields an external electric voltage:
(a) cell membrane is permeable only to K+ ions; (b) Acetylcholine activates
the electrocyte cell, making Na+ ions to come inside it [9]. In the case of
Electrophorus electricus, there exists only the posterior membrane, which is
excitable.

causing ion channels to open on that side. Na+ ions are then
able to rapidly enter the cell via these channels. This influx of
positive charge modifies the potential equilibrium of the cell.
To restore the equilibrium, the K+ ions leave the cell on the
other side, still very permeable to K+.

About 6000 of these electrocytes cover approximately 4/5
of the eel’s body length, and when these cells are activated, the
eel produces the voltage amplitude. The head of the eel has
a positive charge, and the negative charge stands on the tail.
Since the emmited voltages burn the eels’ eyes, the variations
of the electric fields are used as a sonar. Objects having
different conductivities distort the electric field that the eel
produces, thus making the eel aware of such objects’ presence.
Furthermore, voltage discharges perform an important role in
social communication. Even the gender identification among
electric eels depends on the characteristics of discharges profile
from each one of them [10]. Fig. 2 illustrates the electric field
lines that the eels emit.

Figure 2. Lines of electric field generated along the eel’s body. The head
is the positive pole, and the tail bears the negative pole, from where electric
current goes off through water until the head [10].

III. STATE OF THE ART

The achievement of a model for the electrogenic cell
of an electric eel, the electrocyte, is reported in [11], in
which a mathematical calculation of the conversion of ion
concentration gradients into action potentials across different
nanoscale conductors is presented.

An equivalent circuit for the eel shown in Fig. 3 is estab-
lished in [5]. In this model, E is the effective electromotive
force per 10 cm segment of electric tissue, r is the effective

internal resistance, R′ is the effective resistance of all closed
circuits within the nonelectric tissue of the fish, and R is the
external load. The tissue is a complex network of electromotive
force and resistance. The substitution of the simple model
is justified by Thevenin’s theorem. The application implicitly
assumes that E, r, R′ and R are independent of the current.

Figure 3. Equivalent circuit of the electric eel [5]

In [5], values of the energy produced per unity of tissue
volume are provided. Electric energy produced per cubic
centimeter of tissue is 370 µJ per impulse in a 60 cm eel
and only 100 µJ per impulse in a 180 cm eel. Therefore, the
capability of producing energy per volume of tissue decreases
with higher volumes. Such impulses, however, are not the
source of power to be considered in this study, since these
discharges occur in short pulses lasting about 3 miliseconds,
and the power averaged over a period of minutes seldom
exceeds 1/30 of a watt. We handle the continuously emitted
electrical power, whose magnitude are in the order of few
miliwatts.

IV. MEASUREMENTS

With the goal of harvesting energy from the eel and
measuring the electric power, a measurement campaign was
carried out. An electric eel measuring about 90 cm was inserted
into an aquarium with sizes 120 cm x 50 cm x 50 cm. Two
plaque-shaped electrodes were installed on each side of the
largest width of the aquarium. The correspondent resistance of
each electrode is 4 Ω. Figures 4, 5 and 6 show, respectively,
the real experiment, a picture which describes the whole
deployment of the experiment, and the equivalent circuit.

The resistances, which appear in Fig. 5, 3 Ω each, were
included in order to improve the voltage measuring accuracy,
and as an artifice to protect voltmeter against high voltage
values, in the case of a possible low impedance in the rest
of the circuit. An oscilloscope was connected to the voltmeter
terminals.

The measurement campaign enclosed three stages: in Sub-
section IV-A, the eel was surveyed while it was calm; in
Subsection IV-B, brief stimuli of stress were applied to the
eel; in Subsection IV-C, a little living prey was offered to the
electric eel. The duration of the stages shown in Subsections
IV-A and IV-C were 120 seconds each, whereas the stage
shown in Subsection IV-B lasted for 60 seconds.
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Figure 4. Overall deployment of the experiments, with the 90 cm eel
swimming in the aquarium. This figure registers the experiment in Subsection
IV-C, wherein the electric eel faces the prey, which is in the upper part of the
aquarium.

Figure 5. Illustration of the experiments carried out as shown in Fig. 4: two
metal plaques of 4 Ω actuate as electrodes on each side of the largest width
of the aquarium which spans 120 cm. Two resistances of 3 Ω were inserted
in the external part of the aquarium, and a voltmeter was connected to one of
them.

Figure 6. Equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.5, illustrating the eel as the voltage
source. Ra is the varying water resistance, and 8 Ω corresponds to the total
electrodes resistances in series. The resistances of 3 Ω were inserted to protect
the voltmeter and to improve measuring accuracy.

Under moderate stimulation an eel discharges 500 times a
minute, but frequently more than 100 discharges per second
are observed [5]. Our measurements over the three stages were
obtained while utilizing snapshots at each 20 µs. Therefore,
in the first stage, which lasted 2 minutes, 6 · 106 snapshots
were performed. The sampling frequency of 50 kHz might be
considered sufficiently high so that one can assume that during
each snapshot the current is approximately constant.

The values of voltage appearing in the graphs of the
following subsections were obtained by considering that the

conductivity of freshwater is between 10 µS/cm and 70 µS/cm.
The average value of 40 µS/cm was therefore combined with
the mean distance of the eel to the electrodes in order to
characterize conveniently the resistance Ra.

A. Electric eel under still water

In the first situation, the electric eel was let in the aquarium
with no external intentional stimulum. This step aimed to
feature the voltage along the eel’s body while it is only
recognizing the environment or trying to communicate. The
eel was able to move easily through the aquarium. When, in a
given moment, the eel turned around and swam in the opposite
direction, the recorded voltage values changed from negative
values to positive ones. Voltages emitted by the eel appear in
Fig. 7.

Figure 7. Voltage values with the eel swimming freely into the aquarium.

B. Electric eel under stress

In this step, the eel underwent some stress. The stimuli
consisted in agitating water randomly during 60 seconds with
a bar. Fig. 8 depicts the evolution of voltage over time.

Such type of stimulum is not sustainable in the long-term,
since it draws from the electric eel an amount of power that
this fish cannot provide in steady-state. As shown in Fig. 1,
there is a physical limit for the Acetylcholine to activate the
electrocyte cell, as the amount of ions is not infinite.

Furthermore, it is not imaginable to stress the electric eel
permanently, which would be unethical and, besides, ineffi-
cient, given that the eel could learn the external inputs and
stop answering in the desirable way. The main point is that our
managing circuit must be prepared to avail the energy coming
from the fish even in the stress situation.

C. Electric eel receiving a prey

A small fish was offered as a prey to the electric eel. In the
very beginning of this process, the eel emitted a high voltage
pulse. In the sequence, the electric eel lowered its voltage
intensity until the end of recording values.
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Figure 8. Voltage values with the eel being stressed.

Fig. 9 shows voltages values while the eel is exposed to
the prey. Note that results for voltage values in Fig. 8 are more
spaced and more intense than in Fig. 9.

Figure 9. Voltage values with the eel trying to kill a little prey that is placed
in the aquarium.

Despite the eel provided high voltage values while it desires
to kill the next meal, it depends also on how hungry the eel is.
We consider hereafter only the values extracted from the step
carried out in Subsection IV-A . We suppose that, since electric
eels can provide such values of voltage on steady-state, they
cannot furnish high values of voltage all the time.

The mean of all values of the measured currents registered
during experiment of Subsection IV-A was 0.6046 mA. The
mean absolute value of voltage in the same stage, which is
related to Fig. 7, stood around 10 V. An eel whose size is
90 cm can, therefore, in steady state, furnish 6.05 mW for
the power managing circuit. An advantage of the eel over the
other renewable sources is the level of voltage by which the
power is provided, since the other sources handle power with
few milivolts [2].

The scheme depicted by Fig. 3 demonstrates that cur-
rent varies with R, the external load, and the correspondent
Thévenin resistance is determinant for the maximization of the
transferred power. Moreover, the amount of power delivered
in this situation can be enhanced by means of employing a
larger eel, since the amount of deliverable power increases with
the weight of the eel, although not linearly, as in [5]. These
arguments allow us to state that 6.05 mW is the minimum
power that one can draw from an eel in steady state.

V. STRUCTURE FOR ELECTRIC EELS ENERGY
HARVESTING

Electric eels use low values of electric current to perceive
the world around them, which occurs 24 hours daily. Given
the lines shown in Fig. 2, any scheme of harvesting energy
from these fishes should provide conductors in proximity to
the head and the tail, in order to shorten the path of energy
through water.

For electric eels, at least 30 % of the water must be
renovated weekly. The best scenario includes not expending
energy with captivity systems, which are likely to demand this
water to be changed and, therefore, imposing an undesirable
energetic duty. Therefore, one might keep electric eels in the
river, generating energy from there. As shown in Subsection
IV-A, the experiment under still water, eels emit a “stand-
by” voltage 24 hours daily, indicating the amount of electrical
power we can steady count on.

A possible implementation of this solution is to build a
structure within which the eels could swim with no hindrances,
but not being allowed to execute large displacements. The
system illustrated in Fig. 10 constitutes a possible solution.
It consists of a basket with no obstacles to the water to flow
inside and outside it, working as a swimming-pool since it
constrains the electric eels to go out. Water can come in and
out of this structure, unlike the eels. It is supposed to work
as a type of corral for the fishes inside it. The surface of
water should stand approximatley on the half height of it,
enabling the eels to come upwards to breathe. Two conductive
structures must be installed into this aquarium-corral: one of
them consists of a nude wire circumscribing the inner part of
the walls. The other metal piece is again a nude wire which
circumscribes a cylinder installed in the middle of the struture,
so that it remains fixed in the center of the swimming area.
Both cable in the inner part of the walls and cable fixed on the
central cylinder must to be connected to external terminals of
a battery, in such a way that one must reach the positive pole
and the other must connect the negative pole of the battery.
Alternatively, the cables in this basket can be substituted by
conductive bars.

We shall assume the overall harvesting scheme which is
represented in Fig. 12. Baskets are deployed along a river
which crosses an isolated area, and each basket contains one
electric eel inside it. Cables either in parallel or in series
connect the sources to one of the houses.

The number of electric eels to be distributed along the river
can vary reasonably. One assumption refers to the number of
eels by basket: two or more eels can draw the electrical current
among them, being worth it avoid joining eels in the same cell.
Therefore, one electric eel per basket is assumed as a premise.
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Figure 10. Perspective view of the basket, or aquarium-corral. The brown
lines represent conductors, either nude cable or bars, each one being connected
to a different polarity of the external circuit of power management.

Figure 11. Proposed scheme for energy harvesting from eels in a river, which
comprises eels inside the baskets. All the output cables are connected to a
manager circuit into a house, which carries out this power to be conditioned.
Powering isolated areas is one of the most promising energetic utilizations for
the eels.

Another aspect is related to the form by which the energy
produced by the eels will be stored. If the eels produce energy
along all the day and the power is used immediately, with no
batteries in the substation to gather it up, then the amount of
power received from the eels will vary around Pe = 6.05ne
[mW], where Pe is the power furnished by the eels and ne is
the number of eels.

Diversely, if the power can be stored, we can concentrate
the watts produced during 24 hours of the day and utilize it in
a certain interval. For instance, we can assume that for each
24 hours of storing energy, the total production of a day will
be utilized in only one hour. The Pe−peak = 24Pe [W], where
Pe−peak is the power delivered by the batteries solely during
the peak. Moreover, the period of one hour here described
does not need to be continuous: it can be sliced over 15, 10
or 5 minutes, preferentially when the higher values of power
demand are observed.

If we consider 400 electric eels connected to one PS, stor-
ing energy all the day results in Pe−peak = 400 · 24 h · 0.006 W
= 57.6 Wh. Therefore, 57.6 Wh is the amount of energy which
is available daily, since the period of calculation is one hour.

VI. CONCLUSION

The exploitation of novel sources of electric energy is a
pressing need since the human being faces increasing chal-

lenging tasks within the context of generating power. New
generation sources are also an important anternative to fit the
energetic demands.

In this paper, we propose an electric energy microgenera-
tion system based on electric eels. We have concentrated our
efforts in order to draw energy from the eel in the steady state,
which occurs when the eel emits low voltage values in order to
sense the environment. Given that such phenomenon occurs 24
hours a day, we can affirm that the energetic profit of 6.05 mW
is the minimum amount of power that one can extract from
the electric eel with no interruptions.

Considering an arrangement of eels generating power along
a river, we calculated that the amount of energy which can
be furnished daily is near to 60 Wh. Our novel structure for
lodging the eel [6] enables us to assemble many generation
units in a river.
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